Interference lies at the heart of the behavior of classical and quantum light. It is thus crucial to understand the boundaries between which interference patterns can be explained by a classical electromagnetic description of light and which, on the other hand, can only be understood with a proper quantum mechanical approach. While the case of two-mode interference has received a lot of attention, the multimode case has not yet been fully explored. Here we study a general scenario of intensity interferometry: we derive a bound on the average correlations between pairs of output intensities for the classical wavelike model of light, and we show how it can be violated in a quantum framework. As a consequence, this violation acts as a nonclassicality witness, able to detect the presence of sources with sub-Poissonian photon-number statistics. We also develop a criterion that can certify the impossibility of dividing a given interferometer into two independent subblocks.
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Hong, Ou, and Mandel (HOM) discovered that if two independent and indistinguishable photons, in pure quantum states, impinge on the two input ports of a balanced beam splitter, they always bunch together and exit the apparatus from the same output port [1] . This simple effect has many consequences, e.g., in distinguishability testing [2] , linear-optical quantum computing [3] , entanglement detection [4] or swapping [5] , and metrology [6] [7] [8] [9] . The nonclassicality of this phenomenon can be well understood by repeating the experiment many times, and by recording the intensities I 1 , I 2 at the two output ports: labeling the average over many runs by · , the correlation function
will be zero in the ideal case, because on each run the intensity at one of the two ports will vanish. G 12 has a well-defined classical limit, which makes it a suitable candidate to use in distinguishing quantum light beams from classical ones. We can either consider completely distinguishable photons, i.e., single excitations occupying orthogonal space-time modes, or pulses of classical light, described by electromagnetic fields. In both cases, if they are emitted by statistically independent sources and injected into the beam splitter, G 12 is constrained to be greater than or equal to 1/2 [10, 11] . Therefore, the value G 12 = 0 obtained in the ideal HOM effect represents a strong signature of nonclassicality. Several authors have investigated interference effects of noninteracting particles with the aim of reproducing or generalizing HOM's result to different situations (see Refs. [12, 13] ) not necessarily constrained to linear optics [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, photonics remains the physical platform of choice for these studies, since it is now possible to prepare and manipulate several photons in ambient laboratory conditions, which can then be injected into multimode interferometers [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The recent investigations of many-particle interference effects have revealed a need for a deeper understanding of the phenomenon. On the computational side, boson sampling is a feasible candidate to show the possibility of outperforming classical computers exploiting the laws of quantum mechanics [23, 24, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . From a foundational perspective, on the other hand, the interplay between the wavelike behavior of photons and the many-particle interference effects arising due to their bosonic nature is not well understood [13, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . This is an important issue because these two features heavily influence the probabilities of detection events, often leading to counterintuitive results [32, 36, 37] . Typically these studies compare their findings with the evolution of completely distinguishable photons: this retains the quantization of the number of particles, but removes interparticle interference.
In this Letter we make the complementary choice, by studying the alternative classical regime where independent sources emit light pulses fully described in terms of their electric field. As already mentioned, in a situation with two sources and two detectors, the classical bound G 12 ≥ 1/2 holds, which can be maximally violated by the HOM setup, i.e., G 12 = 0. It is, therefore, natural to ask how this result can be extended to a more general framework, with an arbitrary number of sources and detectors. Here we provide an answer to this question, by finding a tight lower bound for the correlations that can arise among the output intensities of a generic multiport interferometer, when the aforementioned classical sources are used. By using a quantum mechanical approach, we then study "if" and "by how much" quantum input states of light can violate this threshold. Finally, we show how our findings allow us to develop a sufficient criterion that can certify the impossibility of dividing an interferometer into independent subblocks. correlation functions (i.e., in which the average involves products of more than two intensities) to study multiparticle interference [34, 38] or to obtain advantages in imaging resolution [39] [40] [41] [42] . On the other hand, Walschaers et al. showed that the simpler quantity I i I j − I i I j can yield information on the statistics of the interfering particles [43] and on their distinguishability [44] if it is averaged over many output modes of a generic interferometer. We introduce a similar but slightly different quantifier, obtained as the normalized average,
where i < j enforces the sum to be over all pairs of detectors. The normalization chosen in Eq. (2) assures that G does not depend on the average intensities, but only on their correlations: this is a necessary condition to obtain a classical bound independent of the total intensities of the sources. With respect to considering higher-order correlators, G has the advantage of being composed of many simpler contributions, while still taking into account all available data. Moreover, the measure of G only requires the simultaneous intensity readouts in two detectors, thus allowing a quicker experimental estimation in the presence of detector inefficiencies. We also point out that the experimental effort required to estimate I i I j , and therefore G, has a polynomial scaling with the number of sources and photon-number resolving detectors [43] . Finally, note that only detectors with I i = 0 (i.e., receiving a nonzero amount of light) should be considered in the average of Eq. (2), in order to keep G well defined.
Description of the setup.-We now describe the interferometric setup, sketched in Fig. 1 , in the classical and quantum scenario. In both cases pulses of light are emitted by N sources and are detected by M detectors after a linear evolution. As in the HOM setup, in each realization the phases of the pulses are chosen randomly in [0, 2π], the sources are independent, and are allowed to be stochastic. More precisely, at every run of the experiment in the classical case the αth source emits the electric field E α,ξα (t) = A α (ξ α ) ζ (ξα) (t) with probability p α (ξ α ). Here A α (ξ α ) is a complex number whose phase changes randomly from one pulse to the other, while ζ 
where the coefficients {g ω,λ (ξ α )} depend on the value of the random variable ξ α and satisfy the relation
We added the factor ω only to ease the comparison with the quantum case later on, but classically it could be included in g ω,λ and A α . The linear ). In the quantum framework the number m of interferometric modes has to be greater than N and M : if the inequalities are strict there will be vacuum inputs and nonmonitored outputs. If at least two detections are successful the event can be used for the evaluation of G.
evolution can then be represented via a complex transfer matrix T , which maps the input fields { E α,ξα } to those at the detectors' positions, labeled by i = 1, . . . , M :
where τ iα are the evolution times and ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N ). The intensity measured by the ith detector will therefore be, up to a dimensional proportionality factor,
where we consider the measurement time τ M to be much longer than the other time scales, so that the integration can be equivalently performed over the whole real axis. This means that the detectors measure a quantity proportional to the energy, or integrated flux, of the light pulses. The quantities I i and I i I j are then obtained by averaging over the configurations { ξ}. Note that their evaluation is simplified by the following relations imposed by the randomness of the phase characterizing each pulse of light:
In order to move to a quantum picture, an operator for the electric field emitted by each source is defined aŝ
up to an irrelevant factor, where the bosonic annihilation operators {â α;ω,λ } satisfy the canonical commutation relations [â α;ω,λ ,â † β;ω ,λ ] = δ α,β δ λ,λ δ(ω − ω ) (see Ref. [45] ). With probability p α (ξ α ), the αth source then emits the quantum state
where the amplitudes {ϕ (ξα) α (n)} n depend on the random variable ξ α , |0 represents the vacuum, andâ α;ξα can be decomposed aŝ
However, note that the coherence between different photon numbers in Eq. (7) is lost once we average over many realizations of the same pulse, because each of them is emitted with a random phase multiplying g * ω,λ in Eq. (8) . In this scenario, it is natural to inject the emitted states in an m × m linear optical interferometer, with m ≥ M, N . For any given realization ξ of the sources, the output modes will be characterized by the set of operators
, obtained asb i; ξ = m α=1 U iαâα;ξα , where U is a unitary matrix that plays a role analogous to the classical T . The intensities appearing in Eq. (2) are obtained, up to a dimensional proportionality factor, by taking the expectation value of the operatorsÎ i and I iÎj on the input state, wherê
For the sake of simplicity, in the following we will assume that the mode of the emitted fields is characterized by the same weights g ω,λ (ξ 0 ) for all sources and all realizations, and that the evolution times τ iα are all the same. Intuitively, these conditions maximize the interference and in the classical case lead to the minimum value of Eq. (2) (see Ref. [46] for the proof). With these hypotheses, it turns out that the averaged intensities that appear in the classical or quantum expression of G are proportional to E = λ dω ω|g ω,λ (ξ 0 )| 2 [46] , which represents the energy associated with the chosen mode. In particular, classically one has
where
, while in the quantum case, one finds
This is intuitive because the intensity of the quantum field is directly connected with the photon number, when each photon carries the same amount of energy. In Eqs. (10) and (11),ρ is the average emitted statê
where q( n) = q 1 (n 1 ) . . . q N (n N ) is the effective probability distribution of the process [47] . In the following, when Eq. (2) is calculated in the classical or quantum regime, it will be written, respectively, as G (cl) or G (Q) . We will also drop the label ξ 0 from the bosonic operators. Classical bound.-We now look for the minimum value that G (cl) can take. This will be the benchmark against which the results of an experiment must be compared in order to certify a nonclassical behavior, i.e., the impossibility of simulating the same result with only classical resources. Explicit calculations yield
and
where the last (positive) term vanishes for sources with fixed intensity, which are, therefore, optimal. The remaining minimization can be performed by defining a set of M normalized vectors ψ i ∈ C N with components ψ i (α) = T * iα E |A α | 2 / I i , which allow us to rewrite
. This expression can be minimized with respect to the vectors ψ i (see the Appendix), yielding min G (cl)
where the subscripts on the left-hand side emphasize the dependence on the number of sources and detectors (respectively, N and M ). We can verify that the minimum is reached by letting light fields with the same input intensity evolve with a highly symmetric T : the M × M Fourier transform matrix (FTM), whose (j, α) element is given by e 2πi(j−1)(α−1)/M / √ M . Intuitively, this interferometric apparatus yields the minimum output correlations because it leads to a high degree of interference: the input intensities are equally split among all outputs and the phases are symmetrically distributed over 2π. We point out that, when N > M , the configuration that achieves the 1 − 1/M bound completely ignores N − M sources (see the Appendix), whose light fields never reach the detectors. This setup is, therefore, effectively equivalent to a symmetric one smaller in size, with only M sources and detectors.
Quantum description.-The explicit evaluation of Eqs. (10) and (11) 
wheren α =â † αâα and the subscript q reminds us of the effective probability distribution appearing in Eq. (12) . Note that if there are more interferometric modes than sources (i.e., N < m), we can trivially extend the definition ofρ in Eq. (12) by considering q α>N (n α ) = δ nα,0 . Apart from the natural correspondences U ↔ T and n α q ↔ |A α | 2 , we can see how the main difference between the classical and the quantum quantities lies in the presence of a negative term linear inn α in Eq. (16) . Its origin is a direct consequence of the photon-number quantization via the relation n|â †2â2 |n = n(n − 1). This immediately shows that a necessary condition to observe a violation of the bound in Eq. (15) is that the effective photon-number statistics has to be sub-Poissonian for some source, i.e., ∃α : n
For example, as the squeezed vacuum is superPoissonian, this is immediately excluded from violating Eq. (15) However, an analytical minimum can be found at least in the symmetric case where states with the same subPoissonian photon-number statistics q(n) are injected in every input port (situation labeled by "sym"). Although not general, this case is of interest in the study of manyparticle interference effects, where the presence of vacuum inputs is not required as it would be in boson sampling. A symmetric setup allows a more intuitive and balanced picture and has been the study of several investigations (see Refs. [12, 13, 21] ). In this case, all the information on the input statistics is given by
whose positivity signals sub-Poissonian input states while its maximum value of 1 is reached for single-photon sources. With an approach analogous to the classical case, we can define the complex vectorsψ i ∈ C N =m with
where we exploited the normalizationψ * i ·ψ j = δ i,j due to the symmetry condition and the unitarity of U . A comparison with Eq. (14) immediately yields min G (Q,sym)
with the minimum value reached by the same optimal interferometer of the classical case, obtained by choosing U to be the m × m FTM previously defined. This setup can be built in waveguides by using a number of components that scales efficiently with the system dimensionality [49] and was recently proposed as a tool to distinguish real bosonic interference from semiclassical imitations, a problem of interest for the certification of boson sampling [50] . Our findings now show that it can also be adopted to verify the impossibility of obtaining the quantum results by means of a classical wavelike model of light. We also note that increasing the system dimensionality reduces the allowed nonclassical range of G accessible by symmetric input states, as can be easily observed by comparing Eq. (20) with Eq. (15) . While the classical bound is completely general, the requirement of injecting states in every input port of a quantum interferometer assumes a lossless evolution. However, the same values for G (Q) would be obtained in the presence of balanced losses, defined as independent of the path taken by the light in the interferometer. Indeed, their only effect would be the multiplication of the output intensities by a constant efficiency factor, which does not affect the studied correlation function because it simplifies in Eq. (2) . Balanced losses can be expected to arise with good approximation if the interferometer is symmetrically built (e.g., see the universal model recently proposed in Ref. [51] ).
Interferometer divisibility.-We show how Eq. (20) allows us to develop a sufficient criterion that can certify the impossibility of dividing an interferometer into independent subblocks, therefore certifying "true" m-modes interference. Let us consider an interferometer with outputs completely monitored, whose evolution matrix U can be split into two independent submatrices. If m states of light characterized by η ≥ 0 are injected into its input ports, the minimum value achievable by G (Q) is obtained when the two subblocks are FTM matrices. Equation (20) , and the observation that Î iÎj = Î i Î j if outputs i, j are taken in different blocks, allow us to write the aforementioned minimum as
As min G (Q,sym,div)
N =m,M =m is strictly larger than the global minimum of Eq. (20) with M = m ≥ 2, a value of G smaller than this threshold will provide the desired certification.
Conclusions.-In this Letter we showed how a normalized quantifier of correlations among pairs of output intensities can yield information on the nonclassicality of the input sources and on the structure of the used multiport interferometer. In particular, we found a tight lower bound for the correlations obtained with a classical setup, where electric fields fully describe the light of the sources. We also discussed the necessity of using sub-Poissonian quantum sources in order to violate this threshold, and characterized the maximal extent of this violation under symmetric input conditions. Our classical bounds confirm the importance of low-order correlation functions in the study of many-particle interference effects. By comparing quantum predictions with classical electromagnetic theory, our results give a new perspective on this fundamental issue and can be of interest for experimentalists as possible tools for characterizing their setups. 
APPENDIX: PROOF FOR THE CLASSICAL BOUND
Here we provide a proof for Eq. (15). First we prove that the right-hand side is a lower bound, and then that it can be saturated. To do so, it is convenient to formally write the vectors ψ i in Dirac notation: ψ i (α) = α|ψ i . Let then H = M i |ψ i ψ i |, and note that the two following inequalities hold:
(A1) The first can be obtained by using the decomposition of the identity operator 1 = N α |α α| and the properties of the trace. The second follows from the inequality Tr σ 2 ≥ 1/rank(σ), which applies to any density matrix σ because the quantum state with minimal purity is the completely mixed one, by substituting σ = H/Tr [H] and by noticing that rank(H) ≤ min{M, N }. Let us now rewrite Eq. (14) as
The convexity of the square function allows us to lower bound the last term between square brackets with N α=1 α| H |α 2 /M . At this stage, the application of the two inequalities given in Eq. (A1) (in the order in which they appear) leads to the desired lower bound. Its tightness can be easily proven by considering
where |χ α , α = |χ α H ⊗ |α C N andΦ (j) is an operator acting in H ⊗ C N defined by adsorbing the phases {e
Because of α|β = δ αβ , the N projectors |χ α , α χ α , α| are orthogonal and have rank 1. Therefore, the trace actually acts on a space whose dimension is effectively still N , with basis simply given by {|a α } N α=1 where |a α = |χ α , α . Eq. (S8) can therefore be rewritten as 
whereΦ (j) can be interpreted as a mixed density matrix in the aforementioned subspace of H ⊗ C N , as can be easily verified using the completeness of |ω, λ , the normalization χ α |χ α = 1, and the fact that | α|Ψ j (w) | 2 does not depend on ω: (S11) Therefore, a linearity argument, similar to the one used to substitute {Φ α } α with {|χ α χ α |} α , can be adopted to state that the minimum has to be reached for operatorsΦ (j) which are projectors ψ j ψ j onto pure states defined on the span of {|a α } α . We can now compare the expression for G (cl,nf) N,M found by enforcing this condition on Eq. (S10) with the one that could be obtained by assuming the hypothesis (i), (ii), and (iii) since the beginning, as done in the main text [condition (ii) is taken when dropping the last positive term in Eq. (13)]. Once we write the second one in terms of the complex vectors |ψ i , the two expressions are identical up to the substitution |ψ ↔ |ψ . Hypothesis (i), (ii), and (iii) thus allows the quantifier G (cl) to reach its minimum over all independent stochastic sources and all linear evolutions.
GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR INTENSITY CORRELATIONS IN THE QUANTUM FRAMEWORK
In this section we want to provide general expressions for the quantities Î i and Î iÎi in the quantum framework. When all sources emit photons in the same light-mode, the obtained result will reduce to Eq.(16) of the main text.
For a fixed realization ξ, the phase-averaged emitted quantum state iŝ 
